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OPENING POST-HEARING BRIEF OF FUTURE GRID COALITION 

The Future Grid Coalition (FGC) respectfully files its opening post-hearing brief 

in this proceeding.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

FGC’s briefing is limited to Section 2.2 of the Common Outline: “Proposed 

Replacement Procurement.”   

Shuttering Diablo without simultaneously procuring other carbon-free replacement 

capacity – specifically, next-generation energy efficiency – would be a huge mistake.  

While many parties have urged the Commission to defer replacement issues to other 

proceedings, whether these other proceedings that might address Diablo’s vanished 

capacity will include in scope carbon-free replacement of Diablo capacity, what the 

timing of such proceedings will be and the outcomes of alternative proceedings are 

entirely speculative.  Legislative obligations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to 

obtain additional energy efficiency make it paramount that the Commission act now to 

ensure a smart replacement of the GHG-free capacity closing Diablo requires.   
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The Commission should direct PG&E to buy energy savings as replacement 

capacity.  In so doing, the Commission should ensure that such savings are: 

a) incremental to what PG&E is already proposing through PG&E’s energy 

efficiency business plan; and 

b) cost-effective. 

The best, if not only, way to achieve both of these goals is by narrowing and 

focusing PG&E’s proposed energy efficiency procurement onto next-generation 

efficiency programs for commercial buildings.   

In other words, go deep, not wide.  To do that, the Commission should first 

establish a process for authorizing utility spending on programs using pre-approved 

automated savings measurement and verification (M&V) approaches.  The Commission 

should then require funding for pay-for-performance programs that rest on such 

automated approaches to M&V.1   

                                                 

1 As emphasized in the Opening Testimony of Cynthia Mitchell, FGC is proposing a pay-for-performance 
approach different from current approaches.  “[T]here is a critical distinction to be made with current pay-
for-performance and what I am promoting here.  Current pay-for-performance fits within existing market 
potential, using utility rebates and incentives to finance energy efficiency investments at an average five-
year life.  I am recommending pay-for-performance through meter-based approaches that create new 
transaction structures to provide capital markets with the certainty they need to make the kinds of utility-
scale investments in energy efficiency seen on the generation side.”  Direct Testimony of Cynthia K. 
Mitchell on Behalf of The Future Grid Coalition, Jan. 27, 2017, at 38-39.   
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II. PROPOSED REPLACEMENT PROCUREMENT (SECTION 2.2) 

A. With Diablo’s Closure Date, the Commission Should Make Plans for 
Replacement Capacity Here and Now – Not Later, in Another 
Proceeding. 

PG&E proposes retiring Diablo Units 1 & 2 in 2024 and 2025.  PG&E further 

proposes to replace a portion of Diablo’s capacity with 2,000 GWh of “early action” 

energy efficiency.  The replacement energy efficiency measures are to be obtained 

through one or more competitive solicitations issued on or before June 1, 2018, and 

potentially new utility programs.  The actual measures are to be installed by 2024  

Parties to this proceeding have raised a fundamental question: will the 

Commission eliminate over 2,000 MW of carbon-free generation capacity without 

making any provision for carbon-free replacement?  The answer to that question must be 

“no.” 

Bringing new procurement mechanisms on line via Commission processes takes 

years; in regulatory terms the time between now and 2024 is a veritable blink of the eye.  

Consider, for instance, that the “rolling portfolio” approach to energy efficiency 

programs proposed in R. 13-11-005 is only now, four years later, addressing newly filed 

energy efficiency program proposals, and it will be another year or more before the 

Commission actually approves programs.  Yet another year or more will pass before 

approved programs start yielding savings.  In sum, it will be some six years before 

savings will likely start to materialize from a new suite of efficiency programs first 

mooted back in 2013.  “Diablo Tranche #1 entails obtaining roughly fifty percent more 
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energy efficiency above what is already in PG&E’s existing goals” (and so targeted in 

PG&E’s Business Plan).2  How long will it take to run that additional bolus through such 

a process?  No one knows.   

Deferring action on replacement capacity to other proceedings, such as the 

Integrated Distributed Energy Resources (IDER)3 proceeding or the Integrated Resources 

Planning (IRP)4 proceeding, is a recipe for prolonged inaction, as both proceedings are, at 

most, at a conceptual stage.5  This is undoubtedly why many parties are supporting such a 

deferral.   

However, this is not an instance where delaying an expense in one proceeding 

might avoid it altogether.  Inaction is not an option for either the Commission or PG&E.  

Legislation requires increased energy efficiency, and sooner rather than later.  PG&E’s 

proposal provides a golden opportunity to simultaneously (i) replace Diablo capacity with 

another carbon-free resource, (ii) materially accelerate compliance with legislative 

                                                 

2 FGC 1, 1:4-6 (emphasis added). 

3 http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/General.aspx?id=10710 

4 http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/General.aspx?id=12437 

5 Further, energy efficiency options must be presented as fully-formed resources in the IDER and IRP 
proceedings.  Developing the next-level energy efficiency technology necessary to meet the energy 
efficiency requirements of SB 350 is far better suited for this proceeding.   
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carbon-reduction requirements, and (iii) head towards a “doubling” of savings in existing 

buildings by 2030, as required by 2015 legislation Senate Bill (SB) 350.6   

To achieve the greenhouse gas reductions SB 350 contemplates, per capita 

consumption must go down because the state’s population continues to grow, causing the 

overall electricity use in the state to continue to rise, even if per capita consumption 

remains flat.  AB32 emission reduction targets are permanent, so efficiency savings must 

translate into enduring consumption reductions.  The last thing the state can afford from a 

GHG perspective is for more than 2,000 MW of carbon-free capacity to go off line 

without a locked-in carbon-free replacement.7 

Hence FGC’s recommendation that obtaining replacement capacity from 

efficiency programs requires acting sooner rather than later.8  Procrastination would be a 

mistake.  Instead, the Commission should engage these obligations now, ensuring that 

increased efficiency savings are long term via smart efficiency spending.  This, in turn, 

leads to FGC’s specific proposal. 

                                                 

6 Senate Bill 350: Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act (de León, Chapter 547, Statutes of 2015) 
(SB 350), codified in pertinent part at Cal. Pub. Res. Code 25310(c) (1):  “On or before November 1, 
2017, the [California Energy] commission, in collaboration with the Public Utilities Commission and 
local publicly owned electric utilities, in a public process that allows input from other stakeholders, shall 
establish annual targets for statewide energy efficiency savings and demand reduction that will achieve a 
cumulative doubling of statewide energy efficiency savings in electricity and natural gas final end uses of 
retail customers by January 1, 2030.” 

7 FGC 1, 21:13-24:4. 

8 FGC 1, 1:4-6. 
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B. The Commission Should Focus Additional Efficiency Spending on Next 
Generation Efficiency Programs. 

FGC supports procuring energy efficiency as the first line of replacement for 

capacity needed in response to a closure of Diablo.9  FGC differs with PG&E over what 

form that procurement should take. 

FGC’s position in this proceeding breaks down into two parts.   

 First, FGC takes issue with the particulars of PG&E’s proposed energy 

efficiency procurement (Diablo Tranche #1).   

 Second, FGC proposes to narrow and focus PG&E’s energy efficiency 

procurement efforts. 

We elaborate on each below. 

1. PG&E’s Diablo Tranche #1 Is Unlikely to Yield Incremental, 
Cost-Effective Energy Savings. 

The problems with Diablo Tranche #1 have deep roots, stemming from the fact 

that PG&E already has energy efficiency programs targeting all achievable cost-effective 

market potential.10  Long-established legislation already requires private utilities to obtain 

“all available energy efficiency and demand reduction resources that are cost 

effective . . . .”11  The Commission establishes energy efficiency goals for, among others, 

                                                 

9 Direct Testimony of Cynthia K. Mitchell on behalf of the Future Grid Coalition, Exhibit FGC 1, 1:2-3. 

10 FGC 1, 14:6-15. 

11 PU Code § 454.5(b)(9)(C)(i). 
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PG&E, based on what energy efficiency is cost-effectively achievable.12  PG&E has 

proposed an energy efficiency “Business Plan” that purports to obtain this amount of 

efficiency.13 

PG&E’s proposal for Diablo does not adequately explain how PG&E will 

cost-effectively capture a 50% savings increment above and beyond what is in its 

Business Plan.  It appears that PG&E proposes changes to how savings are counted and 

how cost-effectiveness is calculated in order to increase claimed savings and/or decrease 

associated program costs.  PG&E could then fund (and claim savings for) programs that 

would not pass muster under the approaches dictated in Commission Staff’s Standard 

Practice Manual.  These changes would alter program optics to make them appear more 

cost-effective than they otherwise would.  But these changes do not alter program 

economics or savings amounts.  

We hope that is not what PG&E intended, but the Commission must recognize 

how PG&E’s proposal opens the door to such an approach.  

There are other issues with PG&E’s proposal.  PG&E proposes a minimum 

five-year savings persistence.  Depending on what programs PG&E plans to adopt (and 

the proposal is silent as to that), five years may allow funding of programs where 

program savings will not even extend through when Diablo actually closes in 2025.  

                                                 

12 D.15-10-028. 

13 See A.17-01-013 et al. (consolidated). 
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Further, PG&E does not specify Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification (EM&V) 

approaches.  In this, PG&E is foregoing the opportunity to develop the automated 

metering approaches needed to truly treat efficiency as equivalent to generation and thus 

grow savings beyond what is currently achievable.14 Moreover, leaving EM&V to 

program implementers raises a “fox/henhouse” concern, with implementers reviewing 

their own achievements.  Again, it is unclear if this is what PG&E has in mind.15 

In sum, the Commission needs to narrow PG&E’s proposal to programs that 

promise cost-effective incremental savings opportunities.   

2. FGC’s Changes to PG&E’s Diablo Tranche #1 Proposal Offers a 
Route to Incremental, Cost-Effective Energy Efficiency 
Procurement to Replace Diablo. 

PG&E is already obtaining what current efficiency programs can cost-effectively 

provide.  So, obtaining incremental efficiency requires something new and something 

focused.  FGC’s proposal is this:   

                                                 

14 Ibid at 8 and 9. 

15 As noted in the Direct Testimony of Cynthia K. Mitchell on behalf of the Future Grid Coalition, at 
fn.38, allowing implementers to provide their own proof of accomplishment also violates the 
Commission’s longstanding regulatory basis for the current EM&V structure.  In Decision 05-01-055, the 
Commission separated energy efficiency program administration from the determination of energy 
efficiency accomplishments – effectively separating “those who do” (the program administrators and 
implementers) from “those who evaluate” the program performance. There, the Commission reinstated 
IOUs with a lead role in energy efficiency program administration beginning with program year 2006. In 
doing so, Decision 05-01-055 created a clear line between the portfolio administrators and the EM&V of 
those activities.  This separation served as a critical safeguard to the two primary purposes for conducting 
evaluations of energy efficiency programs in California: (1) reliably documenting program effects and (2) 
improving program designs and operations to be more cost-effective at obtaining energy resources. 
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 the world’s largest commercial building pay-for-performance pilot,  

 resting on automated approaches to (M&V) of savings. 

FGC’s central thesis is that PG&E should procure energy efficiency as it would 

procure generation – paying only for metered output.  Metered savings enables 

investment analogous to what one sees on the generation side.   

As explained in the testimony of Professor Ethan Elkind, top barriers to achieving 

additional energy efficiency include: 

1) Lack of M&V of energy efficiency savings to provide a basis for financing 

and investment; 

2) Lack of regulatory certainty to encourage innovative efficiency finance 

methods that allow more robust third-party and utility investments in energy retrofits; and 

3) Lack of standardized energy data to make energy efficiency performance 

measurement easier and to reduce program costs, while encouraging innovation and 

large-scale capital market investment.16 

Further, to put it starkly, in an energy market characterized by intermittent and 

distributed resources, baseload energy and capacity no longer count for much, even if 

carbon free.  This is a large part of why Diablo is being shuttered in the first place.  What 

does matter is capacity in the right place at the right time.  In short, while 

                                                 

16 Ex. FGC-3, 4-9:17. 
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business-as-usual energy efficiency may not mesh particularly well with the new world, 

metered energy efficiency will. 

And so the key component to next-generation energy efficiency is metering – in 

particular, automated M&V.  While automating M&V sounds simple enough, there is a 

technological threshold the Commission must cross to enable large-scale adoption of 

such a pay-for-performance approach.  The Commission has not yet endorsed a meter, or 

suite of meters, for use in energy efficiency procurement.  

As a prelude to any energy efficiency procurement, the Commission should fast-

track adoption of automated-meter-based tools (what we call “energy efficiency meters”) 

using the “Diablo Energy Efficiency Prize” proposal and require that all energy 

efficiency programs funded under the auspices of Diablo replacement be 

pay-for-performance programs that use Commission-adopted tools.  The Commission 

needs to tell prospective implementers of pay-for-performance programs that it (the 

Commission) will not second-guess and/or claw back savings claims generated by energy 

efficiency meters.  To assuage Commission concerns about whether savings are “real,” 

the Commission should pre-certify metering technology.  

The DEEP proposal is intended to accelerate (1) automated, open-source, meter-

based savings tools (2) pursuant to a Commission-approved commercial specification 

developed by Commission-retained experts (3) for the commercial building sector, where 
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non-routine adjustments to savings baselines are needed.  Our testimony outlines an 

18-month competition, evaluation, and testing of participants.  

We propose that the Commission dedicate a portion of the EM&V funds to the 

prize itself.  We suggest $1,000,000 be made available for the winner(s).  If there is more 

than one winner, the winners would share the $1,000,000 proportionally.  Another 

portion of the EM&V funds would go to Commission consultants to develop the 

specification and then to assist Commission staff in responding to competitor questions 

and evaluating submittals. 

Thus, the Commission should first establish a specification for automated M&V.  

Next, the Commission should solicit industry submittals to satisfy the specification.  Then 

the Commission can determine which M&V tools satisfy the specification.  Once 

specification-compliant tools are available, PG&E may then procure energy savings as 

measured and verified by the tools, up to the dollar and/or MWh limits set here. 

FGC further proposes that Diablo energy efficiency procurement programs be 

limited to retrofits of existing commercial buildings using the meter-based approaches 

and technologies described above.  The programs can encourage deep retrofits versus 

shallow activities through program participation requirements (e.g., requiring certain 

measures be installed by program participants) and/or pricing (e.g., paying more per unit 

of savings from certain measures) and by focusing on long-term contracts for energy 

efficiency, which enable significantly longer payback periods.  The goal is to avoid 
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“cannibalizing” existing programs and focus on “stranded” savings: buildings that are not 

being upgraded in the normal course and depth which is not being captured by current 

energy efficiency policies.   

III. CONCLUSION 

PG&E needs authorization to begin procuring incremental energy efficiency as 

replacement capacity now.  Closing Diablo means over 2,000 MW of carbon-free 

capacity is going away in just a few years.  Punting to IRP or other proceedings is 

inadvisable, as we currently have no idea what, if anything, will come of those 

proceedings, or when.   

Replacing Diablo capacity with energy efficiency is the way to go.  Energy 

efficiency is carbon free (once a measure is in place) and can be adapted to address 

renewables integration and over-generation problems. 

That said, the particulars of PG&E’s procurement proposal are problematic.  To 

summarize, spending new money on old program approaches won’t deliver the 

incremental savings California needs.  New approaches are required. 

Accordingly, FGC respectfully requests the Commission to order that: 

1. Commission Staff shall retain an expert panel to establish a specification 

for automated M&V for use in programs funded for purposes of Diablo replacement.  

The specification shall at minimum call for automated, open-source, meter-based savings 

tools for the commercial building sector; 
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2. Once Commission Staff establishes a specification, Commission Staff shall 

invite vendors to submit products for testing for compliance with the specification.  A 

prize of $1,000,000 will be available, to be shared equally among all vendors who submit 

specification-compliant entries within a month of the first specification-compliant entry, 

up to a maximum of 10 teams, to be decided on order of submission; 

3. PG&E shall fund pay-for-performance programs up to $200 million per 

year that use specification-compliant M&V to measure savings.  All, and only, programs 

using specification-compliant M&V technology will be eligible for use in commercial 

buildings for Diablo procurement programs; 

4. An additional $4 million per year shall be collected in rates and used for the 

Diablo energy efficiency prize and for EM&V on Diablo procurement programs; and 

5. All savings from such programs will count towards net goals without 

reduction for other (non-automated) M&V. 
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